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If after receiving the products you have purchased online you are not completely satisfied with them, you hace 90 days to return the product unopened, unused and disassembled, inside your original packaging and with a receipt. No questions, no hassle, no fear of buying online. You can even request a refund online.
IKEA's return policy lampcopper6great value looks stylish5Perfect lampAnnAskGreat value for money perfect for a bedroom or office5'aki2020Great working lamp and neat ... 5Sextending lampRob_WThis is an excellent angle of the equilibrium of the lamp and the cost is very reasonable. The only disappointment is it's
no longer available in black - a bit annoying aspect concerning IKEA that you'll find an item you like, and go back to more it's either the wrong color or discontinued altogether. However, gray is not that bad. I was a little annoyed at finding a small hex nut missing when opening a few weeks after purchase, thus too late
and rather tedious to look for a replacement. As luck will have it I actually noticed a small hex nut just a few days later in London lying on the street and miraculously the wonders it is set. The only downside of this device is how short the lead is, nothing that lead extension can fix, of course. The rocker switch is
essentially molded, and if it's not the way one did on the other one I have, then that means a little electric repair or getting another lamp! In addition, the clamp could have been designed a little tighter. I had one break and t glue it because spare parts are seemingly unavailable.5Excellent for the
lightingGwionRhysDaviesI studio used these lamps with photographic lamp lamps to shoot my YouTube videos on model railways, they are easy to position and watch the rest of my equipment. I only wish the switch was on the lamp head instead.5Ideal basic lamp horton 19Prost work for no frills desk lamp! Settings over
the table for close-up work.5TERTIAL work lampLolabearGreat product, strong hand and fastenings tighten easy to make the lamp feel safe.5Good table lightGezzGreat light to have attached to your desk if crafting or learning .great that you can move it around and up and down I use it for my sewing craft and its
greatTERTIAL Work lampBARA really good basic work/ reading light. It is easy to attach to the desktop / table / bedside table. Good range. Looks smart.5Great lamp. Royston Is my second of them. With an LED bulb there is great lighting ... Perfect..!! 5Great valueKieranThis is an excellent product at a ridiculously low
price (9.00 euros). I got it. and it was set with five minutes.5Sproof corner lampWheeliewomanClamps on well and does what I need5 need5 ikea tertial work lamp instructions
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